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Shipping the Good Apples Out: 

Some Ambiguities in the Interpretation 

of "Fixed Charge" 

John Umbeck 

P ~ c ~ d u rC'rrz:rrr\ztr 

In a recent article titled "Shipping the Good Apples Out: T h e  Alchian 
and Allen Theorem Reconsidered," Thomas Borcherding and 
Eugene Silberberg reformulated a hypothesis first proposed by Al- 
chian and Allen 14 years ago (Borcherding and Silberberg 1978). T h e  
original theorem suggested that a fixed charge T (such as a transpor- 
tation charge), when applied equally to two similar goods (high- and 
low-quality apples), would lead, through the law of demand, to a 
relative increase in the consumption of the high-quality good as com- 
pared with the lower quality (Alchian and Allen 1964, pp. 74-75). 
Four years later, Gould and Segall demonstrated that adverse sub- 
stitution effects with some third good, even holding income constant, 
could reverse the implied ratio change and lead to a relative increase 
in the consumption of the lower-quality good (Gould and Segall 
1969). 

In their reformulation, Borcherding and Silberberg attempted to 
do  two things. They showed that by adding an additional constraint 
(Hicks's third law) the Alchian and Allen theorem will hold under  
conditions where the two goods are close substitutes. They then pro- 
ceeded to show the remarkable generality of the theorem by deriving 
several empirically refutable implications. These included the thl- 
lowing: (1) more high-quality meat (relative to low quality) will be 
consumed in restaurants than at home; (2) relatively more high-
quality tabric will be used on finely tailored suits than on less tailored 
suits; (3) relatively more nice homes will be built on expensive land 
than on inexpensive land. 

For their helpful comments, I am indebted to Jack Bat-ron, Yoram Barzel, Thomas 
Borcherding, Robet-t Chatfield, Geot-ge Horwich, Sheng HLI, Eugene Silbet-berg, hlike 
Staten, and George Stigler. Work on this paper was partially supported by the Credit 
Reseat-ch Center in the Krannert Graduate School of Management at Pltrdue Univer- 
sity. 
[Jnurrial of Polit ical Econorn?. 1980, \ < I I .  XU. IIO.  I] 
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T h e  purpose of'this paper is twofold. First, I will show that none of 
the implications suggested by Borcherding and Silberberg follow 
from their mathematical model because they violated a subtle but 
basic assumption in their theory. Second, I will reformulate the origi- 
nal Alchian and Allen theorem in such a way that mistakes in its 
application are  less likely to be made and the implications are  far 
more general. An interesting by-product o f th i s  reformulation is that 
it  suggests that Alchian and Allen \cere correct-their theorem does 
follow from just the law of demand.  I h i s  finding is in direct con- 
tradiction to Gould and Segall and Borcherding and Silberberg. 

The Problem 

Usirig their restaurant example, because it  is simple and contains the 
error  common to all of their proposed tests, the Borcherding-
Silberberg argument can be restated as follows. 

Suppose a consumer can purchase meat in two grades at the local 
grocery store. Good quality (X,) sells for $2.00 per pound while poor 
quality (X,) sells for $1.00 per pound. At these prices, consumers 
prefer to buy some of both grades, in the ratio X,IX,, for home 
consumption. t\ssume further that there is a restaurant which serves 
both grades of meat. Their  prices, as listed on the menu,  have been 
increased by some common amount,  T, which covers the costs of' 
"cooks, waiters, fancy decor, etc." If T is equal to $5.00, the price o fX ,  
relative to X, will haire fallen from 211 to 716. Because it has been 
assumed that good- and poor-quality meats a re  close substitutes, dif- 
ferential trade-off effects with some third good will be trivial, and the 
ratio of'X,/X, consumed in the restaurant will be greater than the ratio 
consumed at home. I n  other 7uor(/.s, ~ P O ~ I PZ U J ~pat irl rrstc~zrrclrrf.~ uli// 
con.curr~e re la t i z~~l j  rr~orp good rn~clf than poor nleclf as cornpclrpd ulith ppop/e 
ulllo pat at horn. 

T o  see why this implication does not follow from their theory, 
imagine that the restaurant owners price explicitly every good and  
service which they provide. When a customer enters the restaurant, a 
clock starts measuring the number of minutes he consumes floor 
space. T h e  waitress charges by the minute and by the service pro- 
vided; a smile costs extra. T h e  cook charges for time, the oven is 
metered for kilowatt hours, and the dishwasher is paid by the dish. 
O n  the menu, good meat is priced at $2.00 per pound and poor meat 
at $1.00 per pound. T o  simplif'y fnrther,  assume that the restaurant 
has no comparative advantage over the homeowner in the production 
of dining ser~.ices. Then  the rent per square-foot-minute at the res- 
taurant is exactly equal to the rent at home. Similarly, waitressing 
prices, cooking prices, etc., are  equal to their domestic counterparts. 



C'lldrr thew c o t ~ d i t i o t ~ ~  is 110 retl.son to .SU/)/)OSP more good t h ~ r ~  that r ~ l a t i - r ~ ~ l j  
tnrat ulill b~ consumed c ~ t  the r~.ctnurartt b~cnzrse there itas bee?/ 110 C I I C I I L ~ Pi r ~  
[heir r ~ l a f i i l ~  prirts. T h e  reason for this should now be quite obvious: 
there is in fact no  "fixed charge" operating to alter the relative price of' 
good and poor meat. 

Let us now alter the assumptions one at a time and see how this 
affects the outcome. Suppose that the suppliers of restaurant services 
have a comparative advantage in the production of at least one of 
their services. For example, assume the explicit price for waitressing is 
less per minute than the cost at home. If other prices remain un-
changed, customers will consume more waitress service at the restau- 
rant than they would at ho~rle ,  as implied by the law of demand. This, 
however, will not alter the ratio of' good to poor meat consumed 
because, by assumption, grades of meat are  such close substitutes that 
their cross-elasticities with other goods approach equality. In  other 
words, if the customer consumes more waitress services at a lower 
price, he may increase o r  decrease his consumption of meat (de- 
pending upon whether meats are complements to o r  substitutes for 
waitress service), but the change in the amounts of good and  poor 
meat will be equal and the ratio of' their consumption will remain 
unchanged. 

Next assume that the restaurant owners d o  not explicitly price all 
economic margins. Instead, they lump all service costs together and 
add the average cost per customer to the prices of' meat on  the menu.  
If this charge is $5.00, as in our  previous example, this will raise the 
price of good meat from $2.00 to $7.00 and the price of poor meat 
from $1.00 to $6.00. It would now appear that to a customer of' the 
restaurant the relative price of good meat has fallen compared with 
poor meat, thereby inducing him to consume relatively more good 
meat. This is talse. T h e  lum/)ixg tog~t l ler  of all ser71ire rost.s into the price o j  
trle(~t ha.s crea t~d  tile i//zr~iotl qf a f i x ~ d  rharg-c. a r ~ d  a rllange i n  tire re/afizv 
p r i r ~ s  of z1tlriozr.s grade.\ of rrleat. I t /  facf ,  tllew ht1.c ~ P P T I110fix~d r h a r g ~ ,  on/y a 
pricp for additional rrstaurtlrlt serz~ ic~s ,  thp ror~sumption oj'zuhirh, by a.s.cz~rn~~- 
t jo~ t ,  has 110 ( f f ~ c f0 1 1  f h ~ratio5 of good to poor r ~ l ~ t l frorl.surrl(~d.' 

The  Borcherding-Silberberg restaurant example went wrong be- 
cause the apparent fixed charge was in fact no  fixed charge at all but 
merely a price Ihr another good. But why then does their trans- 
portation-cost example predict that relatively more good apples 
will be shipped out?  Is it not true that transportation is an  economic 

' I'he lumping together of all service cost5 into the price of meat has the effect of 
reducing to zero the marginal cost to the customer of extra restaurant services. I'his will 
induce h~rn  to consurne rnore of' these ur~pt-iced goodh. flowe\.er, became the tariouh 
gr-ade5 of rneat are close substitutes, this should not affect the ratio of meat con5urnp- 
tion. 

http:flowe\.er


good? How are transportation costs different from restaurant costs? 
T h e  answer to these questions can be found within the structure of 
the theory itself'. 

T h e  role of assumptions in a theory has long been debated, at  least 
among economists. Of' course, one role they serve is to  provide a 
beginning o r  a starting point from which the theory develops. An-
other role they serve is to provide constraints such that the possible 
theoretical outcomes are  limited to a finite number or ,  better still, to 
one. This allows the hypotheses to be potentially ref'uted. One  often 
overlooked role of' assumptions is to define the set of conditions under  
which the theory can be expected to predict. T h e  Alchian and Allen 
theorem, as restated by Borcherding and Silberberg, places some very 
interesting restrictions on the fixed charge T. First, the charge is an  
essential condition for obtaining access to both grades o f t h e  product 
in question. This condition is satisfied in both the apples and restau- 
rarit examples. It is impossible for an Indiana resident to consulne 
Washington apples without paying the transportation charge. Simi- 
larly, it  is impossible to eat meat in a restaurant ~vithout paying some 
service charge. '4 careful examination of the theory reveals arkother 
restriction on T. Notice that T, the charge for transporting apples, is 
not considered in their theory to be an economic good. Only X , ,  X, ,  
and X:,are  considered to be economic goods. Borcherding and Silber- 
berg explicitly note that "the Alchian and Allen proposition assumes 
that nothing happens to the goods themselves as a result of the price 
changes." In  other words, T has no  value of its own. I t  is here that the 
transportation charge differs from the restaurant sertrice charge be- 
cause, in some sense, transportation is not an economic good. Con- 
sider the tollowing possibility: suppose that an Indiana resident was 
given his choice o f a  good (or bad) apple shipped from Washington o r  
an  identical apple that had been grown in Indiana. If' the prices were 
the same, he would be indifferent. If the Washington apples were 
priced higher to cover the transportation costs, they would never be 
chosen over homegrown. In and of itself-, the transportation of apples 
is not an  econornic good. It would never be purchased for its own 
sake. Now consider an  individual confronted with the choice of' meat 
at home o r  meat in the restaurant. i2t the same price he would not 
necessarily be indifferent because a nice, air-conditioned restaurant 
with a friendly waitress serving the food, a cook preparing the b o d ,  
and a dishwasher to clean u p  afterward all have a value of' their own. 
Charges for this type of' service are  different from the hypothesized 
fixed charge and so violate the assumed theoretical conditions. T h e  
Borcherding-Silberberg claim that "the analysis applies when ( 1 1 ~ ~liir~d 
oj'co.st i t ~ r nis added equally to similar goods" is false and leads them to 
erroneous conclusions. This same error  occurs throughout their anal- 
ysis, including their examples of tailoring and house quality. 



It might appear that after careful consideration the theoretical 
constraints on the Alchian and Allen theorem are so restrictive as to 
render it empirically empty, with the exception of transportation 
charges and per unit taxes. In  the classical world of' the economist, 
where is one to find a charge for something which is not an  economic 
good? Such an occurrence would be logically impossible, since no  one 
wo~lld ever pay a price greater than zero tor a thing with no value. 
However, as I will show in the next section, by carefully rethrmulating 
the hypothesis it  is possible to derive numerous cases where it has 
some predictive content. 1 will also demonstrate that Alchian and 
'Allen were correct. T h e  implication that a fixed transportation charge 
will induce customers to purchase relatively more high-quality apples 
fhllows directly from the law of' demand.  

A Reformulation 

Consider an  individual with a demand curve for apple juice as illus- 
trated in figure 1. This curve, which is linear simply to tacilitate 
exposition, is drawn under  the assumption that real income is held 
constant: it is a compensated-demand curve. Furthertnore, to the 
usual variables held constant, I shall add the assumption that the 
quantity which this individual purchases each time period is inversely 
related to the quantities which he expects to purchase in the following 
time periods. 

Next, consider an individual producer and seller of apple juice. 
Assume that his marginal cost thr producing a unit ofjuice is constant 

Price 



at OC,' and all the costs of transacting a re  zero. With the assumption of 
wealth maximization, we can conclude that in this time period OE 
units of juice will be exchanged between buyer and seller at  a nlargi- 
nal price equal to OC. However, unless additional constraints a re  
placed upon the model, it is impossible to predict what "the price" will 
be. For example, the seller could charge one price of OC and allow the 
buyer to purchase all that he  wants. H e  could charge OA for the first 
unit, less for the second, and so on down the demand curve until the 
last unit sells tor OC. Alternatively, the seller could charge one price 
equal to the average of all the incremental prices and  require the 
buyer to purchase OE units on  an  all-or-nothing basis. 

While there are  an infinite number of possible pricing schemes, 
only one is of interest here: the seller charges u p  to ADC for the rzght 
to f lzrrcha~ejzr ir~ and then charges one price, OC,', per unit. In other 
words, pilprj time t h ~  b u j ~ rzuish~s to purchasp app/e Juicp / l ~is chargpd a J P P  

just f i r  t h ~right to bu j .  This fee could be likened to an  admission fee 
that must be paid before juice can be bought at the price of OC. If we 
were to consider only one time period, the buyer would still purchase 
OE units, because this pricing scheme merely extracts his consumer 
surplus. O u r  demand curve is compensated thr  income effects thus, 
there is no shift in the curve, and the same marginal conditions 
prevail as before. 

However, as soon as we consider more than one time period the 
situation changes. T h e  admission fee is a price which the buyer must 
pay each time he wants to purchase apple juice. In  order  to minimize 
this cost, the wealth-maximizing consumer will reduce the number of 
times he buys juice and buy more juice each time. T o  see this, suppose 
that initially there is no  admission fee, only one price, OC,  for each 
unit of juice. O u r  consumer will purchase OE units each time period. 
Now the seller imposes some admission fee less than o r  equal to ADC. 
Given only one time period, the individual would buy OE units for the 
reasons explained before. But now, with more than one time period, 
there exists the possibility of' intertemporal substitution. T o  avoid o r  
minimize the admission tees, the buyer decides not to purchase juice 
as o f t e n . T h i s ,  by assumption, will shift the current denland curve 
outward, and he  will buy more juice each time he shops. 

Numerous empirical tests of this theorem exist. For example, most 
states have tax-supported universities which charge some fixed tee o r  
tuition for the right to take courses. Unless the student pays this 

' I am not offet-ing het-e a theory to explain the timing of purchases by the consumer. 
How often he chooses to buy juice may be a function of the si7e of his I-eft-igeratot-, the 
size of his appetite for juice, or the distance between his home and the juice stot-e. 
Regardless of his reasons, I am assuming only that he obeys the law of demand. ;Is the 
price of buying "frequency" increases, he will have incentive to buy less often. 



tuition he may not take courses, but without the courses the tuition 
has no  value. Tuition corresponds to the charge tor the right to buy 
courses o r  the admission f-ee, while courses correspond to juice. If the 
state now raises tuition fees without changing the price of additional 
courses, students who continue to go to school will take more courses 
per semester. Similarly, if municipalities raise the greens tees on  
public golf courses, and if these fees a re  independent of the number 
of holes played, those golfers who continue to play will play less 
frequently but will play more holes each time out. 

Before going any further,  let us compare this simple model with the 
Borcherding-Silberberg formulation of the original Alchian and 
Allen theorem. Suppose we have two apples both of which contain the 
econornic characteristic, juice. One  has two times Inore juice than the 
other and is considered to be the higher-quality apple. T h e  juice is 
held inside a container (the apple peel) which has no  value of' its own 
separate from the fact that it contains the juice. However, in order  to 
buy the juice the container must be purchased. So far, I believe this to 
be consistent with the Borcherding-Silberberg notion of quality. As- 
sume that the juice sells thr a constant price of' 104 per unit, and in the 
state of' Washington there is no charge for the container. Thus,  the 
high-quality apple, which contains two nits of' juice, sells for 204 
while the inferior apple, containing only one unit, sells for 104. Now 
the apples are shipped out to Indiana at a cost of 54 per apple 
(container), regardless of how much juice they contain. Indiana con- 
sumers, wishing to purchase these Washington apples, rnust pay an 
extra 54 each time they buy an apple because the apples now sell for 
254 and 154, respectively. T h e  54 per apple "adnlission fee" fits the 
requirements on the fixed charge. It is an essential condition for 
obtaining access to both apples and it has no value of' its own. so tic.^ 
that ~ / I PP r i r ~  o f j u i c ~  margin ha.s not rhar/gc~d, it is stil/ 104for thp extra at t h ~  
r~ni t .  01/13 the ( ~ d m i s ~ i o n  /lax incr~ased .Because the rnarginal price of j i ~ ~  
juice has not changed and we have assumed compensated-demand 
curves, those consumers who continue to buy apples will buy the same 
amount of juice. However, they will buy fewer apples as the) attempt 
to minimize this admission fee. Together,  this implies tliat they will 
purchase apples with Inore juice in them: higher-quality apples. 

While this reformulation allows us to derive ilnplications similar to 
those of the original Alchian and Allen theorem, it avoitis the prob- 
lems raised by Gould and Segall and eliminates the need to introduce 
the additional constraint of Hicks's third law as suggested by Bor- 
cherding and Silberberg. This follo~vs from the fact that only one 
price has actually changed-the price of admission to the apple juice. 
Therefore, each individual who has a consunler surplus greater than 
the admission fee will continue to purchase apple juice, only now he  



will buy it  in larger containers. To see why substitution effects with 
some third good cannot destroy this implication, consider the follo\+~- 
ing. Those individuals that find the admission fee greater than their 
consumer surplus will purchase no juice. As a result, the niarket 
denland for juice substitutes will increase, their prices will rise, and 
the demands for apple juice from those who continue to buy it  will 
shift out~vard reinforcing the predicted ef'fect." Similarly, the indi- 
viduals who switch out of apple juice will reduce their consumption of 
complementary products, lowering their prices and again shifting 
out~vard the demands for apple juice among that group who did not 
s~+.itch.Thr~s ,thp e f i r t  of in t~odirc i t~g  goorl,, and0 t h ~ ~  both .s~rh.ctitut~s 
co~nfdrmetlts, ,sprIrp,Y to T P Z X ~ O T C Pt h ~i~l i t ial  i~nfilicatrorl tirat 1r"lo.c~ ir~di-rGd~ta/.s 
7 i 1 / 1 0  ~orztit11reto il)~ijQ ~ I ~ I ~ P S  ?!Oi l1  ~ Z I J  q~ la l i t j  Or ~j)j)les z~jitlr more ulill / ~ i g / ~ ~ r  
juice. ,4t least when interpreted in this way, Alchian and Allen were 
correct when they stated that their theorem followed just fronl the law 
of demand. 

T h e  reformulated theorem is capable of' generating not only the 
implied effects of'a transportation charge but also a per unit tax.4 For 
example, if '  Ive assume that the tobacco consumer is interested in 
"sn~oking nlinutes" as an economic good, Ive can conclude that the 
imposition of a fixed per unit tax on each package (container) of 
cigarettes ~vill lead to consumers buying more smoking minutes per 
pack. I suspect that to a great extent i t  is the increase in taxes per 
package of cigarettes which has led to the introduction of' king-size 
and super-king-si~e cigarettes. 

Furthermore, if the telephone company increases its charge for 
installing phones o r  its monthly fixed charge for local ser\,ice, fe~ver  
people will have phones. But those ~ v h o  d o  will use them more. 
Similarly, if the fixed charge for making a local call on a pay telephone 
is increased, people will make fewer calls but will talk longer per call. 
And, if the post office raises its rates for first-class rnail, letters will be 
longer and more inf'orhative. 

If Ive depart fronl the traditional econon~ic world of Walrasian 
auctioneers and introduce positive transaction costs. our  model can be 
f i~r ther  generalized. l ' h e  transactions costs associated with any given 
exchange can be broken down into t ~ v o  components: those costs which 
are  independent of the number of' units exchanged and those costs 
which vary directly with the quantity exchanged. If' the former are  

:' l ' h i s  ignot-es tlie fact that juice prices will ir~itiall) tall as sonle b u ~ e r s  purchase less 
juice atit1 more  substitutes. rliis,  hocveiet-, will reinforce tlie ~ ~ r e t l i t t e d  effect. 

"01- a n  irltet-esting a tcoun t  o f  the  effects of taxes oti the r-atios of character~st ic* 
foutitl within econoniic gootls, see Bat- el (1976). Note that the  reason the  pet- unit tax 
affects tlie makeup  of goods is because it is t i o t  a p a ~ m e n t  for  an! ecotiomit gooci. I n  
o ther  cvords, it f ~ t s  the  requir-enient for- a lixetl chat-ge. 



increased, holding the latter constant, our  hypothesis implies that 
fe~ver  transactions will occur. However, ~ v h e n  a transaction does 
occur, more units will be exchanged. For example, assume that the 
governmerlt passes a law requiring credit institutions to fill out 
numerous rlew forms bef'ore they can grant a loan. T h e  quantity of 
these rlew forms does not depend upon the dollar value (quantity of 
dollars loaned) of the loan. l 'his additional transaction cost is analo- 
gous to an admission fee arld will result in fe~ver  but larger loans. Along 
these same lines, the trar~sactior~ costs associated with buying candy 
and popcorn in a theater will be relatively higher if it involves missing 
part of the movie. This could explain why candy bars are  usually 
bigger at a theater candy stand than at the local food stores where 
missing the movie is not part of the trarlsactior~ cost. 

Concluding Remarks 

Within the original Alchian and  Allen theorem and the refbrm~ilatecl 
version offered by Borcherding and Silberberg there rern-i' 111s one 
minor problem. It is one thing to show that individuals who continue 
to buy apples will now buy relatively more of high quality after the 
imposition of a transportation charge; it is another thing entirely to 
show that a group of individuals will consume relatively more of high 
quality. This is because the transportation charge ~vill affect the indi- 
viduals in one of two different ways. If the charge is less than the 
consumer surplus the buyer ~vill continue to buy apple juice but will 
purchase i t  in larger corltainers (i.e., higher quality). However, if the 
charge is greater than the individual's consumer surplus he will stop 
buying apples completely. It is possible that consumers of high-quality 
apples actually have a smaller consumer surplus than those consum- 
ing apples of' low quality. If this is the case, the imposition of a fixed 
charge could cause enough consumers of high-quality apples to d rop  
out of the market completely, more than offsetting those consumers 
of low-quality apples w h o  switch to high quality. I n  terms of the 
original example, Indiana consumers as a group might purchase 
fewer high-quality apples (relative to low) than residents in the ex- 
porting state of Washington. There  is rlothir~g in any of the models to 
logically preclude this possibility. 

Assuming that the interested reader can eliminate the preceding 
problem by selecting one of' an infinitely large number of appropriate 
assumptions, there still remain the difficulties of testing ~vhich arise 
out of the ambiguity of "quality." Even ~ v h e n  the good is relatively 
simple, there are  problems with defining and measuring quality. T o  
illustrate, consider the case of the Washington apple. It consists of' a 
skin o r  peel and a wide variety of other characteristics such as juice, 



sugar, vitamin C, flavor-, seeds, and so on.  Ct'ill the apples shipped to 
Indiana have more juice, nlor-e sugar, o r  fewer seeds? Which of the 
characteristics will increase or- decrease in quantity? O u r  theory, in its 
cur-rent form, cannot predict the particular- margin of acljusttnent. 
However, it can predict one thing which is potentially obser\.able. 
Take two boxes of apples, one r-anclo~nly selected from a California 
mar-ket the other randonll), selected from an Indiana market, and 
offer- them to consumers of apples at identical prices. They will choose 
the box of Indiana apples. At the present time, this is the best our- 
theory can do. 
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Supplementary Comment by J. S. Mill 

Cost of carriage has one effect tnore. But for- i t ,  every co~n~noclity 
would (if trade be supposed free) be either regularly inlported o r  
regularly exported. A country would make nothing for itself which i t  
did not also make for other- countries. But in consequence of coct of 
carriage there are many things, especially bulky articles, which every, 
or- al~nost ever), country produces within itself. After- exporting the 
things in which it can e~nploy  itself most advantageously, and in)- 
porting those in which it is under  the greatest disadvantage, there are  
many lying between, of which the relative cost of production in that 
and in other countries differs so little, that the cost of carriage woi~lcl 
absorb tnore than the whole saving in cost of production which ~voulcl 
be obtained by i~nport ing one and exporting another.  I ' l ~ i s  is the case 
with nunlerous co~n~nodit ies  of common consumption; including the 
coarser qualities of many articles of food and manufacture, which the 
finer kinds are the subject of' extensive international traffic. 

Reprirlteti fl-onr John Stunt-t Rlill. Prt~lclplr\of Polt t i t~rl  Etoriortly (reprint of the 7th 
1871 ed. with other n~nterial ntlded ['Ioronto a11tl Lo~~clon:L'ni~et-sir! ol 7oro11to 
Press: Rourletlge & Kegan Paul. 19651).Suhmitred h\ M'illiam Kaernpter and Edtvat-tl 
rowel- of Duke Urli\er\it\. 


